A Formal Recommendation to the MIT Corporation

James H. Williams, Jr.

During my decades as a student and faculty member, MIT has been fortunate to have had men of passion and extraordinary dedication as its presidents; individuals who have consistently governed in the spirit of the Institute’s motto “Mens et Manus” (Latin for “Mind and Hand”). Throughout the presidency of Charles M. Vest, I have been repeatedly impressed by his steadfast embodiment of an additional and important element of eminent science and engineering, as well as numerous other disciplines such as architecture, media arts, humanities, economics, and political science that were not among the Institute’s academic programs in 1864 when, during William Barton Rogers’s first presidency, the Institute’s official seal and motto were adopted. I believe Charles M. Vest has successfully – and to an unprecedented degree – integrated into his presidency striking sensibilities of empathy and love. By this article and without precluding other acknowledgments, I recommend to the MIT Corporation that in honor of President Charles Marstiller Vest the official MIT motto be amended to “Mens, Manus et Cor” (Latin for “Mind, Hand and Heart”).
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